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Welcome to Zakuna,

Creating Dynamic Spaces
We specialise in creating quality bespoke solutions 
for any space, whether its a luxury residential property 
or the latest commercial development.

Our comprehensive ranges of contemporary 
entrance doors, garage doors, luxury interior doors, 
custom staircases, engineered wood flooring 
and wall cladding will cater for your architectural 
needs. 

Every product can be perfectly tailored to 
suit your exciting project and to meet 
your exact requirements. Every detail has 
its own place and special purpose. The love of 
perfection is shown in the selection of our high
quality materials. Only the best makes the grade.

Our highly experienced project management team 
provides each of our clients with a highly personal 
service to suit the specific requirements of design, 
quality, specification, budget and installation. We can 
advise and help complement your project, selecting 
products that will enhance, add value and exude quality. 

Our expertise, fast response and enthusiasm are key to 
delivering products on time. Our production team provides 
meticulous control over manufacturing, attention to detail and 
installation. Ultimately, we thrive to deliver unique and exciting 
design solutions to maximise the success of your project.

A personal design service
Our skilled and experienced craftsmen can 
create bold and beautiful bespoke products to 
suit your designs.  We can also develop unique 
and personalised designs for you, through 
an engaging design development process. 
So, whether it’s a new concept, influenced by 
you, or a level of personalisation perhaps just 
having your name engraved on to your front 
door, our expertise and design flair can help 
realise your aspirations. 

We can work closely alongside interior 
designers and architects to help bring your 
vision and ideas to life. We can help elaborate 
on your ideas, amalgamating different 
products to create cohesion and a symphony 
of texture, style and patterns throughout your 
project. 

GARAGE DOORS
ENTRANCE DOORS
INTERNAL DOOR SETS
STAIRCASES
FLOORS   
WALL CLADDING

Beautiful, bespoke design solutions 
to enhance your design project



Zakuna offer a unique and bespoke range of high security, garage doors, which can also incorporate pedestrian 
doors and matching entrance doors.  Each door is specifically manufactured to customer requirements with many 
different designs, finishes and options to satisfy architectural, aesthetical and security solutions. 

GARAGE DOORS
We offer the very best in high quality front doors in many designs to not only create a grand entrance 

but to complement the exterior finish of the surrounding façade. With beautiful surfaces in wood or 
aluminium, elegant fittings, concealed hinges, high security, fingerprint entry and night illumination, 

each door is a masterpiece in itself with uncompromising attention to detail.

ENTRANCE DOORS
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Our pre-hung internal door sets are superior in quality, craftsmanship and engineered design. They 
are easy to install, available in a range of styles, materials and finishes and can be made to suit your 

specification. Choose from single, double, bi-fold, sliding or pocket configurations. Our range of 
traditional and modern styles are fully customisable, allowing you to let your design flair run wild.

We work closely with customers, interior designers, architects and contractors to provide a fully bespoke service for 
residential and commercial staircases. With our endless design possibilities we can also offer colour cohesion of staircase 
treads and wood flooring, complementing door ironmongery and balustrades. Our stunning range of styles include 
cantilever, zig-zag, spiral, helical, single string, floating, glass, fire escapes and custom.

STAIRCASES INTERNAL DOORS SETS

Central String

Central string - kite winder String from sides

FloatingString under treadsSpiral Glazed doors Pre hung door sets Invisible door systems  

Sliding doors  



Our luxury flooring ranges of engineered wood, porcelain and luxury vinyl tiles are of exceptional quality and come 
in a variety of textures, patterns and colours. We hand pick the most beautiful, latest design, technically superior 
products. Whether you want to feel the natural texture of wood under your feet, value the practical advantages and 
the comfort of luxury vinyl tiles or prefer the durability of porcelain, we literally, have it covered.

LUXURY FLOORING
Create a feature wall using our range of interior wall cladding to add depth and character to any 
room. Choose from contemporary strip wood cladding, wood panelled cladding, natural stone, 

porcelain, concrete, glass or our luxury vinyl tiles. Our internal wall cladding offers a simple solution for 
creating a contemporary atmosphere and can be applied straight over existing walls.

WALL CLADDING

Luxury vinyl flooring Porcelain flooring Natural wood flooring

Natural wood flooring 

Stone wall cladding Strip wood wall cladding

Strip wood wall cladding

Porcelain wall cladding



Bespoke windows

Case Study   I   Pewley Hill, Guildford

Creating Dynamic Spaces
 
Zakuna were approached to supply a 
suite of high quality products to give 
cohesion throughout these two 
contemporary new build homes.

Production was scheduled to 
suit the build programme, 
with deliveries and fitting teams 
co-ordinated to install the 
windows and entrance 
doors first, to seal the 
properties.

Aluminium clad windows 
were custom designed and 
manufactured with a dual colour 
finsh: white, internally to keep the 
clean lines of the interior, and a mid 
grey externally, to contrast perfectly 
with the render and wood cladding 
without being too harsh, giving the 
external appearance a softer finish. 

The front doors were a darker contrast making 
a bold statement and an inviting entrance.

Our engineered wood flooring was chosen 
throughout for practicality and durability, colour 
matched to the treads of the staircase.

Being the focal point of the entrance hallways, the 
award winning Contender staircases look simply 
stunning with a dark silver central spine and frameless 
glass balustrades for a minimalist, yet elegant effect. 

Le Mans Stile internal door sets were finished in White Ash 
with contrasting grain directions and a custom 2mm vertical 
groove to accentuate the design. 

Wood flooring

Colour matching stairs and wood flooringStaircases

Entrance Doors

Internal Doors



Cedar Barn, Birdham Road
Chichester, West Sussex PO20 7BX England

info@zakuna.co.uk     
01243 884104      

www.zakuna.co.uk

Creating Dynamic Spaces

There is no style that is beyond our reach. Think big, 
dare to dream and explore all the possibilities to achieve 
your perfect look. From inspiration to installation, you 
can expect the highest level of personal service at every 
stage of your Zakuna experience. Contact us to see how 
we can help you.

For more information about the products we create or if 
you would like to visit our showroom in Chichester, West 
Sussex, we look forward to hearing from you. 
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